
TACKERS MATCH REPORT FOR 12 May 2013:   BRUNSWICK DRAGONS’ TACKERS VERSUS FITZROY 

Our Mother’s Day match took place at the beautiful Fitzroy oval with squally winds and pesky 

Autumn leaves to contend with. 

1st Quarter: 

Started off with the ball in Fitzroy’s forward line. 3 kicks from Will, a spectacular mark from Hudson 

and a big tackle. Fitzroy stayed strong, and we stayed busy trying to fight them off. A big, booming 

kick from Aiden did us proud. Great work from Zac Brown moving the ball forward. Beautiful mark 

from Nathan Mc. Riley had a great ¼ and received high praise from our Coach: “he tackled like a 

maniac!” 

Fitzroy dominated play and scoring – they are a very strong and experienced side, but the mighty 

Dragons never gave up and kept up the fight. Great chasing from Hamish; keeping the ball in play 

over boundary line. Some excellent tackling from Owen, and more valiant tackling from Riley. 

Despite Fitzroy being a number of goals up on us, we played well. As the quarter drew to an end we 

saw another great kick from Jonah and from Miles a wonderful mark and kick forward. 

Coach’s message: “Stick to the back line and to your positions … Keep up the hard work.” 

2nd Quarter: 

Quarter started well, Jonah worked hard, Liam S gave good chase and kicked well. Excellent attack 

from Si. Good chase from Owen. Beautiful kick from Isaiah, followed by great chase and save from 

Hudson. Freddie then put in a fast, brave chase – putting his body on the line in a big tackle. Good 

kick out from Josh. Aidan then contributed a strong tap out. Good mark from Miles and a long kick. 

Good mark from Hudson and another good kick. Nathan and Hudson continued to work hard with 

good chase. There was then a valiant group attempt from the Dragons to block a Fitzroy goal but we 

weren’t quite high enough to stop that ball getting through the goals. Play continued with Zac 

showing excellent chase and defence. Then a good group tackle with Nathan putting his body on the 

line and getting injured in the process. Kicked out from Zac, followed by a great mark from Owen. 

Will Cole and Antonio both displayed brave and effective tackling. Some great marks from Zac. 

Fitzroy continued their goal scoring but we didn’t make it easy for them – we kept putting up a good 

fight. Seamus gave a great mark on last line of defence. A brave tapout from Aidan, throwing himself 

right into the game.  

Quarter ended with Fitzroy strongly in the lead, but the Dragons working hard and well. 

Coach’s message: “We are playing so well. Don’t forget that they’re a very strong team. Know that 

you’ve done your best and feel proud of that.” 

3rd Quarter: 

Hudson – good kick out of the centre; good play from Miles. Will took a mark over Owen. Alex T, 

Jonah and Isaiah did a great pack tackle. Good tap out from Aiden, followed by a strong tackle. 

Hudson to Aidan, great kick and marked by Liam, then to Antonio, then to Alex – what great 

teamwork and accurate kicking, resulting in our first goal from Isaiah! Play continued fast and hard; 

good tackle from Freddie, impressive chasing from Will Currie, Oliver and Hamish. Then some 

impressive play from Nathan to Jonah to Isaiah, followed by an amazing, soaring mark from Nathan – 

up there Cazaly!!! Another great mark from Miles, followed by a great kick from Jonah, then Aiden. 

Impressive mark and kick from Oliver. 



Fitzroy continued to dominate the scoring but we continued strong, hardworking and proud. Good 

tackle from Jonah, Liam Stocky gave great chase, followed by Aiden. Good kick out of centre from 

Jonah, Oliver gave good chase and kicked well. Will then kicked for goal after the siren, but squally 

winds blew his well-aimed kick off-course. 

Coach’s message: “We held them back a bit more that quarter.” Well done Will Cole for enduring a 

tough quarter with a hard to handle opponent. Great quarter from Oliver and Riley. Well done Si for 

some good tackling and handballs. 

4th Quarter 

Good mark from Will and nice mark from Aiden and Hudson. Seamus and Alex Tod well done for 

some great tackling. Then Alex got us a free kick. Turnover then Seamus to Zach resulting in a goal!!! 

Well done team for such very quick play! 

Nice tackle from Hudson, good chase from Antonio and Aiden. Miles good tackle, more chasing from 

Aiden. Well done Nathan for a good mark and kick to Antonio.  Good chase from Isaiah. Will Currie 

what great tackling! Miles, Freddy, more strong tackling. Nathan good kick, followed by impressive 

chase from Hamish, and strong play from Miles. Liam gave good chase and kicked to Hamish who 

took a great mark and kicked well. Then good chase from Nathan that helped block Fitzroy’s goal. 

Seamus – nice mark and kick to Oliver. Great chase from Miles, Owen and Nathan. Aiden dragged 

down by the neck in a harsh tackle resulting in a free kick to us. Good play followed from Seamus. 

Good kicks, marks and tackling from Jonah and Will. Beautiful chase from Liam Stocky. Nathan good 

kick, and a great block at goal.  

Coach’s message: “We played so well against what is a very strong team. Good to see such strong 

play from us. We fought hard. Be proud!” 

 


